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By Julie E Czerneda

DAW BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Caught in a web of her own making Esen-alit-Quar had violated the First Rule of her
species when she revealed her existence to a human named Paul Ragem. And though both Paul
and Esen had survived, others of Esen s Web had not been so fortunate. Es could hardly believe that
fifty years had passed since the terrifying events which had nearly cost her her life and which had
forced Paul to give up everything a human treasured?family, friends, even his own identity?to
protect the secret of her continued survival. In that time they had built a new life together out on
the Fringe. They had a successful export company, friends and associates. Esen, now known as
Esolesy Ki and wearing the form of a Lishcyn?a species rare enough in the Commonwealth and
never seen in the Fringe?was perfectly content to remain on the world of Minas XII, leaving it to Paul
to travel the starways on company business. Meanwhile she used their vast information resources
to search for any signs that others of her kind had found their galaxy. What neither Es nor Paul...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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